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[1] We use about two decades of geodetic measurements to characterize interseismic
strain build up along the Central Andes subduction zone from Lima, Peru, to Antofagasta,
Chile. These measurements are modeled assuming a 3-plate model (Nazca, Andean sliver
and South America Craton) and spatially varying interseismic coupling (ISC) on the
Nazca megathrust interface. We also determine slip models of the 1996 Mw = 7.7 Nazca,
the 2001 Mw = 8.4 Arequipa, the 2007 Mw = 8.0 Pisco and the Mw = 7.7 Tocopilla
earthquakes. We find that the data require a highly heterogeneous ISC pattern and that,
overall, areas with large seismic slip coincide with areas which remain locked in the
interseismic period (with high ISC). Offshore Lima where the ISC is high, a Mw�8.6–8.8
earthquake occurred in 1746. This area ruptured again in a sequence of four Mw�8.0
earthquakes in 1940, 1966, 1974 and 2007 but these events released only a small fraction
of the elastic strain which has built up since 1746 so that enough elastic strain might be
available there to generate a Mw > 8.5 earthquake. The region where the Nazca ridge
subducts appears to be mostly creeping aseismically in the interseismic period (low ISC)
and seems to act as a permanent barrier as no large earthquake ruptured through it in the
last 500 years. In southern Peru, ISC is relatively high and the deficit of moment
accumulated since the Mw�8.8 earthquake of 1868 is equivalent to a magnitude Mw�8.4
earthquake. Two asperities separated by a subtle aseismic creeping patch are revealed
there. This aseismic patch may arrest some rupture as happened during the 2001 Arequipa
earthquake, but the larger earthquakes of 1604 and 1868 were able to rupture through it. In
northern Chile, ISC is very high and the rupture of the 2007 Tocopilla earthquake has
released only 4% of the elastic strain that has accumulated since 1877. The deficit of
moment which has accumulated there is equivalent to a magnitude Mw�8.7 earthquake.
This study thus provides elements to assess the location, size and magnitude of future large
megathurst earthquakes in the Central Andes subduction zone. Caveats of this study are that
interseismic strain of the forearc is assumed time invariant and entirely elastic. Also a major
source of uncertainty is due to fact that the available data place very little constraints on
interseismic coupling at shallow depth near the trench, except offshore Lima where sea
bottom geodetic measurements have been collected suggesting strong coupling.
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1. Introduction

[2] With the development of the Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) and Synthetic Aperture Radar interferometry

(InSAR), it is now possible to measure very precisely sur-
face displacements associated with both interseismic strain
build up and co-seismic strain release along plate boundaries.
Several subduction zones have been studied using this
approach including Sumatra, Japan, New Zeeland, Kamchatka,
Alaska, Cascadia, Mexico, Chile and Peru [Bürgmann et al.,
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2005; Chlieh et al., 2004; Freymueller et al., 2000;
Khazaradze and Klotz, 2003; Loveless and Meade, 2010;
Moreno et al., 2010; Perfettini et al., 2010; Wallace et al.,
2004; Wang et al., 2003; Yoshioka et al., 2004]. In all these
examples, heterogeneous interseismic strain has been
revealed suggesting that the plate interface in the 0–40 km
seismogenic depth range consists of interfingered patches
that either remain locked or creep aseismically. This patch-
work is generally characterized from the pattern of inter-
seismic coupling (ISC), defined as the ratio of the slip deficit
rate and the long-term slip rate. Consequently, an ISC value
of 1 corresponds to full locking while an ISC of 0 corre-
sponds to creeping at the long-term plate convergence rate. In
addition, most of these studies suggest that seismic slip dur-
ing large interplate earthquakes tends to occur in areas that
remain locked in the interseismic period, and that the rupture
tends not to propagate into interseismically creeping areas
[Bürgmann et al., 2005;Chlieh et al., 2008;Hashimoto et al.,
2009; Konca et al., 2008; Moreno et al., 2010; Perfettini
et al., 2010; Yoshioka et al., 2004]. It follows that the fault
zones with relatively high or low co-seismic slip, respec-
tively called asperities and barriers, are to some degree
related to the pattern of interseismic coupling and might be
persistent features. This persistence might explain the pro-
posed correlation between the locations of seismic asperities
and various geometrical features or long-term deformation of
the forearc [Audin et al., 2008;Collot et al., 2004; Llenos and
McGuire, 2007; Loveless et al., 2009; Sladen et al., 2010;
Song and Simons, 2003; Wells et al., 2003]. The persistence
can also be interpreted using the rate-and-state friction theory
[e.g., Scholz, 1998]: the locked patches presumably obey
a rate-weakening behavior, while the creeping patches
are presumably rate-strengthening. Dynamic modeling has
shown that the rate-strengthening patches can indeed sys-
tematically arrest seismic rupture, and appear as permanent
barriers, while rate-weakening patches tend to remain locked
or slip in transient events [Kaneko et al., 2010]. Transient
slip events can take the form of earthquakes followed by
aseismic afterslip, generally around the seismic asperities
[Barrientos et al., 1992; Brown et al., 1977; Chlieh et al.,
2004; Heki and Tamura, 1997; Hsu et al., 2006; Perfettini
et al., 2010], or aseismic slip events, which may occur
spontaneously [Dragert et al., 2001; Hirose et al., 1999;
Lowry et al., 2001; Miyazaki et al., 2003], or triggered by a
seismic event [Pritchard and Simons, 2006]. All modes of
aseismic slip, whether related to afterslip or slow slip events
can be modeled in the framework of rate-and-state friction
[Liu and Rice, 2007; Perfettini and Avouac, 2004; Perfettini
and Ampuero, 2008].
[3] Therefore, it is instructive to determine the pattern of

ISC on a megathrust fault and compare the cumulative rate
of moment deficit in the interseismic period with the
moment released by former earthquakes. Such a comparison
is the purpose of this study. Here, we focus on the subduc-
tion zone offshore of northern Chile and southern Peru where
four Mw ≥ 7.7 subduction earthquakes occurred between
1996 and 2007 that are, the 1996 Nazca Mw = 7.7, the 2001
Arequipa Mw = 8.4, the 2007 Pisco Mw = 8.0 and the
Tocopilla Mw = 7.7 earthquakes (Figure 1). Larger earth-
quakes, with moment magnitudesMw > 8.5 have occurred in
1746, 1868 and 1877 [Dorbath et al., 1990; Silgado, 1978].
A long time has elapsed since these larger events, such that

elastic strain is expected to have built up to a level, which
could allow similar events to occur in the near future. Our
analysis provides insights into the elastic strain available for
future earthquake and might be useful in forecasting rupture
scenarios [Kaneko et al., 2010]. One caveat of our study
worth pointing out upfront is that interseismic strain is
determined from geodetic data acquired over a period of
about a decade, which is too short to be representative of
the full interseismic period. It is known that strain rates can
significantly vary over the interseismic period as observed
following the great earthquakes of Chile (Mw = 9.5, 1960)
or Alaska (Mw = 9.2, 1964) [Freymueller et al., 2000;
Khazaradze et al., 2002]. Models which take into account
viscous flow in depth do indeed predict a non-stationary
interseismic deformation [Hu et al., 2004; Johnson and
Segall, 2004; Perfettini and Avouac, 2004] and a broader
zone of elastic strain accumulation which is predicted by
purely elastic models [Wang et al., 2007]. A full account of
these effects is difficult given the limited data. In this work,
we partially address some of these issues by considering
possible loading rate variations in the interseismic period.
Another caveat is that all of the interseismic strain of the
forearc measured from geodesy is assumed to represent
elastic strain to be released by seismic slip along the Mega-
thrust. This assumption is justified by the limited long-term
deformation of the forearc that is probably incorrect at places,
especially around most peninsulas [Collot et al., 2004;
Melnick et al., 2009; Victor et al., 2011].
[4] In this paper, we examine geodetic measurements of

both interseismic and coseismic deformation along the
seismically active Peru-Chile subduction megathrust. We
analyze interseismic geodetic measurements (GPS and
InSAR) recorded in a ten-year period prior to the four 1996–
2007 Mw > 7.7 subduction earthquakes. Then, we determine
the distribution of interseismic coupling on the megathrust
interface and the associated rate of moment deficit. In order
to compare that interseismic coupling with subsequent major
megathrust earthquakes, we also determine the source dis-
tributions of these four earthquakes (Table 1) and their
moment released during the coseismic phase and early
postseismic phase. To balance the moment budget over the
seismic cycle, we integrate the rate of moment deficit and
compare it to the seismic moment released by recent and
historical large earthquakes. Based on this analysis we pro-
pose maximum and minimum bounds of the seismic poten-
tial along the subduction megathrust from the megapolis of
Lima in central Peru to the coastal city of Antofagasta in
northern Chile.

2. Seismotectonic Context

[5] The Nazca plate rotates anti-clockwise relative to the
South American Craton at an angular rate of 0.57°/Myr
around a pole located in North America at 94.4°W and 61.0°N
[Kendrick et al., 2003]. As a consequence, the velocity of the
Nazca plate relative to South America along the trench
increases from 61.7 mm/a at latitude 14°S to 63.3 mm/a at
latitude 24°S (Figure 2). These velocities are about 20%
slower and have an azimuth shifted about 5°N clockwise
compared to the velocities predicted by the Nuvel-1A global
plate model [DeMets et al., 1994]. Other studies based on
IGS GPS stations [Altamimi et al., 2002; Sella et al., 2002]
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propose a slightly different pole location but the relative
plates convergence rates are within 3% of those of deter-
mined based on Kendrick et al. [2003]. Vigny et al. [2009]
found a different pole and angular velocity (Long. 95.2°W,
Lat. 55.9°N, and w = 0.61°/Ma) implying a slightly higher
convergence rate of 68 mm/a in the Central Andes [Vigny
et al., 2009]. Although more GPS sites would be needed to
better constrain the Nazca plate motion relative to South

America, the solution of Kendrick et al. [2003], which
includes additional sites on the Nazca plate, is probably the
most reliable solution for the purpose of this study.
[6] Shortening in the sub-Andean regions has been well

documented from geological and paleomagnetic reconstruc-
tions of the Central Andes [Arriagada et al., 2008; Baby et al.,
1993, 1997; Barke et al., 2007; Kley and Monaldi, 1998;
Lamb, 2000; McQuarrie et al., 2008; Oncken et al., 2006].

Figure 1. Seismotectonic setting of the Central Andes subduction zone with rupture of large (Mw > 7.5)
subduction earthquakes on the Peru-Chile megathrust since 1746. The Central Andes sliver is squeezed
between the Nazca plate and the South America Craton. Convergence rate of the Nazca plate relative to
the South America Craton (black arrow) is computed from Kendrick et al. [2003]. Shortening across the
Subandean foothills is represented with the red arrows (assumed parallel to the Nazca/South America plate
convergence). Red contours are the 1000 m of the Andes topography and the �5000 m to�3000 m bathy-
metric contour lines. Historical ruptures are compiled from Beck and Ruff [1989] and Dorbath et al.
[1990]. Slip distributions of the 2007 Mw = 8.0 Pisco, 1996 Mw = 7.7 Nazca, 2001 Mw = 8.4 Arequipa
and 2007 Mw = 7.7 Tocopilla earthquakes were determined from joint inversions of the InSAR and
GPS data (this study). These source models include coseismic and afterslip over a few weeks to a few
months depending on case. Slip contours are reported each 1-m. The color scale indicates slip amplitude.

Table 1. Harvard Centroid Moment Tensor Associated With theMw = 7.7 Nazca, theMw = 8.4 Arequipa and ItsMw = 7.6 Aftershock, the
Mw = 8.0 Pisco and the Mw = 7.7 Tocopilla Earthquakesa

Date Name Mw Long. Lat. Strike Dip Rake
Seismic Moment

(1021 Nm)
Geodetic Moment

(1021 Nm)

11/12/96 Nazca, 7.7 �75.37 �15.04 312 33 55 0.45 0.53
06/23/01 Arequipa 8.4 �72.71 �17.28 310 18 63 4.67 5.20
07/07/01 Aftersh. 7.6 �72.45 �17.45 306 14 52 0.32 5.20
08/15/07 Pisco 8.0 �77.04 �13.73 321 28 63 1.11 1.50
11/14/07 Tocopilla 7.7 �70.62 �22.64 358 20 98 0.47 0.67

aColumns 4 and 5 are the coordinates and columns 6, 7 and 8 report respectively the strike, the dip and the rake of the first nodal plan. The seismic
moments are reported in column 9 and the geodetic moment issue from this study in column 10. The geodetic moment reported for Arequipa include
the moment of the Mw = 8.4 and of its Mw = 7.6 aftershock and should be compared to the seismic moments summation of these two events.
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Although the total amount of shortening is still debated, most
studies agree that mid-Neogene to present deformation is
mainly localized in the sub-Andean zone. Plio-Quaternary
geological shortening rates of the order of 10 mm/a to 15 mm/a
are estimated in the Central Andes [Hindle et al., 2002].
Geodetic studies have reported slower rates of shortening of
about 4 mm/a to 9 mm/a west of the Altiplano plateau
[Bevis et al., 2001; Chlieh et al., 2004; Khazaradze and Klotz,
2003].
[7] Silgado [1978] and later Dorbath et al. [1990] have

analyzed the information available on large historical earth-
quakes along the coast of Peru since the arrival of the con-
quistadores in the 16th century. These studies provide
estimates of the rupture areas and moment magnitude, Mw,
of these large earthquakes. The Peruvian subduction can be
divided into three distinct zones separated by two promi-
nent geomorphologic features on the subducting plate: the
Mendaña fracture zone at latitudes of 10°S and the Nazca
ridge at 15°S.
[8] In the central zone (between the Mendaña fracture

zone and the Nazca ridge), the great 1746 megathrust
earthquake ruptured the entire zone and Lima’s port Callao
was devastated by a tsunami with only a few hundreds out of
6000 people surviving [Walker, 2008]. Dorbath et al. [1990]
estimated the magnitude of this event to be of the order of
Mw�8.6, but Beck and Nishenko [1990] suggested a larger
value of Mw�8.8 to 9.5. In the following we consider for

that event a moment magnitude range of Mw�8.6–8.8. The
1746 great earthquake was followed by two centuries of
seismic quiescence, interrupted in the 20th century by the
occurrence of three Mw�8.0 earthquakes: the 1940 event
followed by the 1966 and 1974 earthquakes [Beck and Ruff,
1989; Beck and Nishenko, 1990; Langer and Spence, 1995].
The Mw = 8.0 Pisco earthquake of 2007 whose rupture
stopped at the northern edge of the Nazca ridge, completed
the sequence to spatially encompass approximately the
whole rupture area of the great 1746 earthquake [Audin et al.,
2007; Biggs et al., 2009;Motagh et al., 2008; Perfettini et al.,
2010; Pritchard and Fielding, 2008; Sladen et al., 2010;
Tavera and Bernal, 2008].
[9] The southern zone, located between the Nazca ridge

and the Arica bend (Chilean border) is the site of the largest
earthquakes in Peru (Figure 1). Repeated large earthquakes
are reported to have occurred there since the 16th century
with an average recurrence time of the order of 130 years for
Mw ≥ 8.4 earthquakes. It seems that no historical event ever
ruptured the segment where the Nazca ridge subducts sug-
gesting that this area is a permanent barrier to earthquakes
rupture propagation. Just south of the Nazca ridge, the 1942
Mw�8.1–8.2 earthquake ruptured about 150 km southwards.
The Mw = 7.7 Nazca earthquake in 1996 seems to have
broken only a small portion deeper than the 1942 rupture.
The last great earthquake in southern Peru occurred in 1868
with the tsunamigenic Mw�8.8 event which has ruptured

Figure 2. Interseismic geodetic measurements in the Central Andes subduction zone. Horizontal veloc-
ities determined from campaign GPS measurements are shown relative to South America Craton. Inset
shows unwrapped interseismic interferogram in mm/a projected in the line of sight (LOS) direction of
the ERS-1/2 satellites [Chlieh et al., 2004]. The convergence of the Nazca plate relative to South America
(black arrows) is mainly accommodated along the Peru-Chile megathrust (green arrows) with a fraction
taken up along the subandean fold and thrust belt (red arrows). Red bars represent the slip direction of
Mw > 6 Harvard CMT (http://www.seismology.harvard.edu/CMTsearch.html).
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about 450 km of the southern Peruvian megathrust. The
Mw = 8.4 Arequipa earthquake in 2001 reactivated the
northern portion of the 1868 rupture, leaving the southern
segment unbroken. The rupture propagated southwards over
300 km and stopped near the Ilo Peninsula [Audin et al.,
2008]. Seismological studies of the 1996 and 2001 earth-
quakes indicate unilateral ruptures toward the southeast and
multipeaked source time functions [Giovanni et al., 2002;
Pritchard et al., 2007; Robinson et al., 2006; Salichon et al.,
2003; Swenson and Beck, 1999]. In the north of the
Mejillones Peninsula in Chile, the last Mw > 8.0 subduc-
tion event is the great tsunamigenic earthquake of 1877
Mw�8.5–8.8 which damaged Chile, Peru and many coastal
areas around the Pacific. The 2007 Mw = 7.7 Tocopilla
earthquake has characteristics similar to the 1996 Nazca
event in the sense that it ruptured only the deeper portion
of the seismogenic zone, releasing only a tiny fraction of
the seismic moment released by the previous great earth-
quakes [Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2010; Peyrat et al., 2010].

3. GPS and InSAR Data

3.1. Interseismic Survey-Mode GPS and Permanent
GPS

[10] We use velocities from 87 sites surveyed during GPS
campaigns from 1993 to 2003 [Chlieh et al., 2004; Gagnon
et al., 2005; Kendrick et al., 2001]. These survey-mode GPS
data cover an area that extends along the coast from Lima
region (Lat. 11°S) in central Peru to the Mejillones Peninsula
in northern Chile (Lat. 24°S). Inland, this data set covers all
southern Peru, northern Chile, the Altiplano plateau, Bolivia
and Argentina (Figure 2). Kendrick et al. [2001] proposed an
integrated crustal velocity field including the GPS cam-
paigns of both the South America-Nazca Plate Project
(SNAPP) and the Central Andes GPS Project (CAP) [Bevis
et al., 1999; Norabuena et al., 1998]. We reprocessed
the data from the CAP project for southern Peru, avail-
able at UNAVCO facility (http://facility.unavco.org/data/
gnss/campaign.php). We found less than 1 mm/a of differ-
ences with respect to the values published by Kendrick et al.
[2001]. We selected 56 GPS measurements from the study
of Kendrick et al. [2001]. We added 5 GPS measurements
on- and off- shore the city of Lima [Gagnon et al., 2005].
Finally we completed our velocity field with 26 GPS mea-
surements in northern Chile published by Chlieh et al.
[2004]. Some of these data were processed in ITRF97 and
others in ITRF2000, with possible slightly different reali-
zations of the Stable South-America plate. All the data
were incorporated in a single consistent velocity field using
the method described by Aktug et al. [2009]. We estimate
a rotation rate vector for each individual solution and
imposed the rotation rate between the resulting combined
solution and the solution from Kendrick et al. [2001] to
be null. Individual variance for each individual solution is
rescaled until both individual and overall a posteriori
variance factor equals 1 in the combination [Aktug et al.,
2009]. The combined interseismic GPS velocities are listed
with their 1-sigma uncertainties in the geodetic section in
the auxiliary material.1

3.2. Interseismic InSAR Data

[11] We used an exceptionally coherent ERS interfero-
gram mapping interseismic deformation between 1995 and
1999 in northern Chile and covering an area of about 500 km�
100 km. The processing of these InSAR measurements is
fully described by Chlieh et al. [2004]. We unwrapped the
interferogram and divided it by the time span between the
two image acquisitions to convert it into an interseismic
velocity field in the Line of Sight (LOS) of the satellite
and the ground. This LOS velocity field appears to be rela-
tively cylindrical and parallel to the trench and the coastal
Cordillera. It reaches a maximum of about 17 mm/a near the
coast, which is about 100 km from the trench, and decays
eastward to less than 2 mm/a at about 150 km inland (inset in
Figure 2). The LOS velocity probably reflects the combined
effect of both uplift above the downdip end of the locked
fault zone and eastward displacement of the forearc margin
due to the interplate coupling as discussed by Chlieh et al.
[2004].

3.3. Co- and Post-Seismic Geodetic Data

[12] To characterize transient slip on the megathrust due
to earthquakes and afterslip we used radar images acquired
between 1992 and 2007 by the European remote sensing
C-band satellites Envisat and ERS-1&2. All images were
acquired on various descending tracks covering the areas
affected by the four major earthquakes between 1996 and
2007. We process the radar images with the Differential
Interferometric Automated Process Applied to Survey Of
Nature (DIAPASON) software developed by the Centre
National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) used for the study of
Landers earthquake [Massonnet et al., 1993]. Topographic
fringes were corrected using the SRTM digital elevation
model [Farr and Kobrick, 2000]. We also used the precise
orbits determined by Delft Institute for Earth-oriented Space
Research (DEOS) for the satellites ERS-1&2 and Envisat
(http://www.deos.tudelft.nl/ers/precorbs/orbits/). The inter-
ferograms were filtered using an adaptive power-spectrum
filter and unwrapped with the Snaphu software [Chen and
Zebker, 2001]. Finally, we selected �100 InSAR observa-
tions by subsampling the interferogram. We completed the
InSAR measurements of each earthquake with the published
GPSmeasurements when available [Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2010;
Pritchard et al., 2007]. All the coseismic geodetic used for
this study are listed in the auxiliary material.

4. Interseismic Coupling Modeling

[13] We used the so-called ‘back slip’ approach [Savage,
1983] assuming a uniformly dipping megathrust geometry
embedded in a 1-D layered Earth structure from Crust2.0
model. The characteristics of this layered elastic half-space
are reported in Table 2. This model assumes that the hanging
wall does not deform over the long-term and applies only in
the case of planar fault, but it remains a valid approximation
even if the megathrust is not strictly planar in reality [Kanda
and Simons, 2010; Vergne et al., 2001]. The green functions
are computed based on the reflectivity method of Haskell
[1964] following the implementation of Xie and Yao [1989]
to compute the static displacement field [Haskell, 1964;
Xie and Yao, 1989]. The megathrust geometry is defined by
three rectangles of 700 km long each, with the updip edge

1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2010JB008166.
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being consistent with the trench location based on ETOPO2
bathymetry (Table 3). Sensitivity tests for the megathrust
dip were run (Table S1 in the auxiliary material). For each
segment, we vary the dip from 5° to 21° and calculate
separately the residuals associated with the data of northern
Chile (South of 19°S), southern Peru (between latitudes
17°S and 19°S) or central Peru (North of 17°S). These
tests indicate that the best fitting dip angle is 18° for the
northern Chile, 20° for the southern Peru, and 15° for the
central Peru segment. For each segment, the optimal
inferred dip is consistent with the dip angle of the Harvard
focal mechanisms of interplate earthquakes as well as with
the locations of relocated hypocenters from the International
Seismological Center catalog between 1964 and 1998 [e.g.,
Engdhal et al., 1998] (Figure S1 in the auxiliary material).
[14] We quantify the misfit between the observations and

model predictions using a weighted root mean square of the
residuals (wrms) criterion defined as:

wrms ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
i¼1;N

obsi � predið Þ2
sið Þ2X

i¼1;N

1

stð Þ2

vuuuuuuut ð1Þ

where N is the number of observations, (obsi-predi) and si
are respectively the residual and the uncertainty assigned to
the ith velocity component.

4.1. Uniform Locked Fault Zone Models

[15] We first carried out forward models assuming a
binary model of coupling and neglecting lateral variations.
We consider a locked fault zone (LFZ), which is uniform
along-strike with a coupling set to 1 (fully coupled). We
selected seven representative models with uniform LFZ
extending from 5 km depth at the trench axis to a downdip
limit varying in depth from 10 km to 70 km. This corre-
sponds to LFZ widths ranging from about 20 km to 200 km.
The slip vector on the megathrust is constrained to be par-
allel to the average slip vector of Harvard CMT of major
megathrust earthquakes. We equally weighted the InSAR
observations for the inversion by assigning them 1 cm

uncertainty and the GPS measurements were weighted by
their assigned uncertainties that are listed in the auxiliary
material.
[16] The minimum wrms, when all the geodetic data are

taken into account, is reached for the model where the LFZ
extent from the trench to 44 km depth (model LFZ44,
Table 4). This value is in good agreement with the seismo-
genic depth range of 45 � 5 km derived from seismological
studies [Comte et al., 1994; Tichelaar and Ruff, 1991]. The
residuals velocities of model LFZ44 reveal velocities point-
ing toward the trench in the region where the Nazca ridge
subducts and near the Arica corner (Figure S2 in the auxiliary
material). This suggests that the interseismic coupling of
model LFZ44 is significantly over-estimated there. Also, if
we consider regional subset of GPS data corresponding to
northern Chile, southern Peru or central Peru, the best
fitting model parameters are somewhat different (Table 4).
These tests indicate that interseismic coupling may vary
along strike.

4.2. Inversion for Heterogeneous ISC, Method

[17] To invert interseismic geodetic measurements for the
pattern of ISC, we use the inversion procedure developed by
Ji et al. [2002]. Each rectangle defined in Table 3 is sub-
divided into cells of 20 km � 20 km dislocation surfaces.
The slip amplitude and the rake are the two parameters to be
inverted for each cell. We impose the slip direction not to
deviate more than �20° from the rake reported by the local
focal mechanisms. In each cell, the coefficient of coupling is
allowed to vary from 0 to 1 with incremental steps of 0.1.
The inversion is nonlinear and based on a stochastic simu-
lated annealing algorithm [Ji et al., 2002]. It involves mini-
mizing a cost function defined as the summation of the
weighted sum-of-residuals squared and a term meant to
control the smoothness of the slip distribution:

Cost ¼ c2 þ lDc2 ð2Þ

where c2 is the chi-square statistic, the coefficient l mod-
ulates the smoothness of the solution and Dc is the average
difference of coupling (or seismic slip in case of an earth-
quake) between adjacent cells. The minimization of the
Laplacian is introduced to smooth the inversion. We present
in Table S2 and Figure S3 in the auxiliary material sensi-
tivity tests that lead us to fix l to 0.5 in the following.
[18] We started our inversion models by running several

spatial resolution tests of the interseismic geodetic mea-
surements for different cell sizes (Figure S4 in the auxiliary
material). As expected, the spatial resolution is higher in the
regions where the density of observations is important. In
northern Chile, the resolution remains high even for cells of
relatively small size (60 km � 40 km) but becomes poor at
distances less than 50 km from the trench axis. In Peru, the
resolution starts to be high below the coastline for spatial

Table 2. Earth Structure From Crust2.0 Model for the First 70 km
of the Lithosphere [Bassin et al., 2000]a

Thickness
(km)

Vp
(km/s)

Vs
(km/s)

Density
(kg/m3)

Rigidity
(GPa)

0.5 2.5 1.2 2.1 3.02
0.5 4.0 2.1 2.4 10.58
21 6.0 3.5 2.7 33.07
24 6.4 3.7 2.85 39.01
24 7.1 3.9 3.1 47.15

aThe average rigidity is �39 GPa.

Table 3. Fault Geometry of the Three Rectangular Dislocations Used in This Study to Describe the Megathrust Geometry

Segment Geographical Location
Southwestern Corner
Long. (°W), Lat. (°S) Length (km)

Depth
(km)

Strike
(°)

Dip
(°)

1 Northern Chile 71.4, 24.2 700 70 2 18
2 Southern Peru 71.3, 19.5 700 70 311 20
3 Central Peru 76.2, 15.2 700 70 317 15
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cells size of 120 km � 60 km but remains poor close to the
trench even for larger cells size. The resolution is generally
poor close to the trench especially in northern Chile and
southern Peru but is relatively high when the coastline (and
hence the location of the measurement) is closer to the
trench as it is the case in the region where the Nazca ridge
subducts.
[19] In the following, we test first a 2-plate model by

assuming that the pattern of interseismic deformation
depends only on the spatial distribution of coupling on the
megathrust. Then, we explore 3-plate models that allow
shortening in the sub-Andes and analyze its effects on the
megathrust coupling distribution.

4.3. ISC Pattern of 2-Plate Model

[20] We first invert the interseismic geodetic data with the
hypothesis that all the convergence between Nazca and
South America is accommodated along the megathrust. We
look for the interplate interseismic coupling (ISC), a ratio
defined as:

ISC ¼ v0 � v

v0
ð3Þ

where v is the slip-rate along the megathrust during the
interseismic period and v0 is the long-term slip rate imposed
by plate convergence. Consequently, an ISC of 0 would
indicate a total creeping (v = v0) while an ISC of 1 would
correspond to full locking.
[21] The interseismic coupling map issued from formal

inversion of the geodetic data is presented in Figure 3 (top)
(model Short 0 in Table 5). As expected spatial coupling
variation improves the ability of the model to fit the data
over a simple uniform LFZ model. The distribution of ISC
from Lima to Antofagasta appears to be very heterogeneous
and can reach locally an ISC value of 1. The areas of high
ISC are located offshore Lima, in southern Peru and in
northern Chile. Each of those regions of high ISC corre-
spond to the location of great (Mw > 8.5) earthquakes in the
past such as the 1746, 1868 and 1877 events as discussed
further in the text. In the regions where the Nazca ridge and
the Nazca fracture zone enter in subduction, the ISC is lower
than in surrounding regions signaling that aseismic slip is
much higher there. The rate of moment deficit integrated
over the megathrust interface from Lima to Antofagasta
equals 5.1� 10e + 20 Nm/a (nearly equivalent to aMw = 7.8
earthquake per year).

4.4. ISC Pattern of 3-Plate Models

[22] One way to further improve the fit to the geodetic data
is to take into account that a fraction of the plate convergence
is accommodated by back-arc shortening in the subandean
thrust-belt regions. We suppose that the Central Andes
sliver, delimited by the trench to the west and by the sub-
andean thrust-belt to the east (Figure 2), has a rigid sliver
motion toward the west collinear to the Nazca/South
America motion as previously proposed by Bevis et al.
[2001]. This hypothesis seems reasonable and makes sense
with geological and paleomagnetic observations [Arriagada
et al., 2008; Kley and Monaldi, 1998]. In practice, we did
subtract a block motion to the geodetic measurements,
using the pole of rotation as defined by Kendrick et al.
[2003] for shortening velocities ranging from 1 to 17 mm/a
(Table 5). The minimum wrms for all the geodetic data is
reached for a model including an average subandean short-
ening of 9 mm/a (model Short9 in Table 5 and at the bottom
of Figure 3).
[23] We further compute the misfits of the GPS data cor-

responding to northern Chile, southern Peru and central Peru
in Table 5. The minimum wrms are reached for a shortening
rate of about 4 mm/a in central Peru (model Short4 in
Figure 4 (top)) and for a shortening rate of about 10 mm/a
in northern Chile and southern Peru (model Short10 in
Figure 4 (bottom)). The ISC distribution of these 3-plate
models (Figure 4) indicates clearly less coupling and a dis-
tribution rougher than for the 2-plate models. As shorten-
ing is increased, the asperities (high ISC) become smaller
while aseismic areas (low ISC) widen. The 3-plate models
Short4 and Short10 have respectively rates of moment
deficit (integrated over the whole study area) of 4.3 � 10e +
20 Nm/a, corresponding to a Mw = 7.6 earthquake per year,
and 3.0 � 10e + 20 Nm/a, corresponding to a Mw = 7.5
earthquake per year. The rate of moment deficit of the
2-plate model Short0 is reduced by about 15% for 3-plate
model Short4 and by about 40% for model Short10. This
indicates that the amount of back-arc shortening has a sig-
nificant impact on the distribution of ISC, and needs to be
properly estimated in order to assess the amount of coupling
on the megathrust and its associated rate of moment deficit.

4.5. Along-Trench Variations of the Rate of Moment
Deficit

[24] By analogy with the seismic moment, the moment
deficit accumulating on a fault during the interseismic phase

Table 4. Uniform Locked Fault Zone (LFZ) Modelsa

Model Name
LFZ Depth

(km)

Rate of Moment
Deficit Mo

(10e + 20 Nm/a) wrms, All Data
wrms,
InSAR

wrms,
GPS

wrms, GPS,
North Chile

wrms, GPS,
South Peru

wrms, GPS,
Central Peru

LFZ10 10 1.5 (�Mw7.3) 10.5 8.0 11.2 12.8 30.8 8.7
LFZ23 23 3.2 (�Mw7.6) 8.1 6.0 8.6 9.5 23.8 7.0
LFZ30 30 4.5 (�Mw7.7) 7.5 8.1 7.3 8.0 20.1 5.9
LFZ44 44 6.5 (�Mw7.8) 5.4 3.3 5.9 7.5 16.2 3.9
LFZ50 50 8.4 (�Mw7.9) 7.0 6.7 7.2 7.3 19.7 3.5
LFZ64 64 10.0 (�Mw7.9) 8.7 10.4 8.2 7.7 22.5 4.6
LFZ70 70 11.6 (�Mw8.0) 9.3 11.0 8.7 8.1 24.0 5.4

aColumn 2 lists the depth of the downdip limit of the LFZ. Column 3 is the annual rate of moment deficit computed with an average convergence rate of
63 mm/a and the Earth structure described in Table 2. Columns 4, 5 and 6 are the weighted root mean square of the residuals (wrms, in mm/a) respectively
for the whole geodetic measurements, only the InSAR data and only the GPS data. Columns 7, 8 and 9 report the wrms computed for regional subset of GPS
data corresponding to northern Chile, southern and central Peru.
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can be estimated assuming a back slip dislocation and
double-force couple. The LFZ embedded in an elastic
medium is mathematically modeled by a back slip offset
rate d(v0-v)(t)/dt across a surface S whose moment is:

dMo tð Þ
dt

¼ mS
d vo� vð Þ tð Þ

dt
ð4Þ

where dMo(t)/dt is the rate of moment deficit, d(vo-v)(t)/dt
the mean convergence rate on the interface and m the
average rigidity of the medium. Introducing the recur-
rence time T between large earthquakes, the moment deficit
DMo of a steady state interseismic process may be written
as:

DMo ¼
Z

o≤t′≤T

dMo t′ð Þ
dt

� �
dt′ ð5Þ

We can use the definitions above to compute the along-
strike distributions of the rate of moment deficit for all

models listed in Table 5. For each model we computed the
moment deficit tensors at each cell. Then at a given location
along the trench, we sum up the moment deficit of each cell
in the downdip direction. This summation will provide the
along-strike distributions of the rate of moment deficit
shown in Figures 5 (right) and 6 (right) where the maximum
distribution corresponds to model Short0 and the minimum
distribution to model Short17 (Table 5).
[25] Figure 5 shows the best fitting 3-plate ISC map for

Peru (model Short4) together with the along-strike variations
of the rate of moment deficit. The pattern of coupling is very
heterogeneous, and shows four highly coupled patches, each
with a dimension greater than 100 km. The most prominent
aseismic creeping patches (low ISC area of about 0.4) stand
in the regions where the Nazca ridge and the Nazca fracture
zone are subducting. Figure 6 reports the best fitting 3-plate
ISC map for northern Chile (model Short10) together with
the corresponding along-strike variations of the moment
deficit rate. ISC appears to be very high from the Mejillones
Peninsula to about 100 km south of Arica. No significant
aseismic patch (area of low ISC) is highlighted but we can
observe some slight variations around Iquique possibly

Table 5. Models Issued From Joint Inversions of All the Interseismic Geodetic Data (InSAR and GPS)a

Model Name
Back-Arc Shortening

(mm/a)
Mo (10e + 20 Nm/a)

(�Mw)
wrms,
All Data

wrms,
InSAR

wrms, GPS,
Chile

wrms, GPS,
S. Peru

wrms, GPS,
C. Peru

Short0 0 5.1 (�Mw = 7.7) 3.0 2.3 4.1 8.9 1.3
Short1 1 4.9 2.9 2.1 3.8 8.3 1.3
Short2 2 4.7 2.7 2.0 3.6 7.8 1.2
Short3 3 4.5 2.5 2.0 3.4 7.3 1.1
Short4 4 4.3 (�Mw = 7.6) 2.4 1.9 3.2 7.0 1.0
Short5 5 4.1 2.3 1.8 3.0 6.7 1.1
Short6 6 3.9 2.2 1.7 2.9 6.4 1.2
Short7 7 3.7 2.2 1.7 2.7 6.2 1.2
Short8 8 3.5 2.1 1.6 2.7 6.3 1.3
Short9 9 3.2 (�Mw = 7.5) 2.0 1.5 2.7 6.1 1.4
Short10 10 3.0 2.1 1.5 2.6 6.0 1.5
Short11 11 2.7 2.2 1.6 2.7 6.4 1.7
Short12 12 2.5 2.3 1.7 2.8 6.7 1.8
Short13 13 2.2 2.4 1.7 2.9 7.0 2.0
Short14 14 1.9 (�Mw = 7.4) 2.5 1.7 3.1 7.5 2.3
Short15 15 1.8 2.7 1.8 3.2 7.9 2.5
Short16 16 1.7 2.7 1.9 3.2 8.0 2.6
Short17 17 1.5 (�Mw = 7.3) 3.6 2.0 4.1 10.7 3.5

aThe amount of shortening accommodated the in subandean region is listed in column 2. Model Short0 (Figure 4, top) corresponds to the 2-plate model.
The minimum wrms of all the data listed in column 4 is reached for 3-plate model Short9 (Figure 4, bottom) that includes an average back-arc shortening of
9 mm/an. However, if we consider separately regional subset of GPS data corresponding to northern Chile, southern Peru or central Peru (columns 6 to 8),
the minimum wrms is reached for different model. Whereas model Short4 explains best the GPS data in central Peru (Figure 5, top), model Short10 fits best
the GPS data in northern Chile and southern Peru (Figure 5, bottom). The rate of moment deficit associated with the 3-plate models Short4 and short10 is
respectively reduced by about 20 to 40% compared to the rate of moment deficit of the 2-plate model Short0.

Figure 3. Distribution of interseismic coupling on the Peru-Chile megathrust derived from the inversion of the geodetic
data compiled in this study. (top) The 2-plate model that ignores subandean shortening (model Short0 in Table 5). The cou-
pling map shows four highly coupled patches: one about 500 km-long in north Chile, two of about 200–300 km in southern
Peru and one of about 400 km in central Peru offshore Lima. Aseismic slip occurs in the areas where the ISC is low like in
the region where the Nazca ridge subducts. Observed and predicted horizontal GPS displacements appear respectively as
black and green vectors. The rate of accumulation of moment deficit integrated over the whole Central Andes megathrust
is estimated to 5.1 � 1020 Nm/a. (bottom) The 3-plate model that accounts for 9 mm/a of subandean shortening (model
Short9 in Table 5). Inset shows how the weighted root mean square of the residuals varies as function of the assumed sub-
andean shortening rate (Table 5). Note that the GPS velocities plotted here are corrected for the assumed rigid block motion
collinear to the Nazca/South America convergence direction for an average rate of 9 mm/a. The rate of accumulated moment
deficit of the 3-plate model Short9 is reduced by 37% compared to the 2-plate model.
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related to the transition between asperities, with the southern
asperity about twice larger than the northern one.
[26] In order to compare our ISC maps with the recent

earthquakes in the area in a consistent way, we have inverted

for the slip distribution of the 1996 Nazca, 2001 Arequipa
and 2007 Pisco and Tocopilla earthquakes.

5. Seismic Sources Inversion for the Megathrust
Earthquakes of Nazca 1996, Arequipa 2001, Pisco
2007 and Tocopilla 2007

[27] Several studies have reported sources models of the
Nazca 1996, Arequipa 2001, Pisco 2007 and Tocopilla 2007
earthquakes. Some studies have relied on teleseismic data
only [Bilek and Ruff, 2002; Delouis et al., 2009; Giovanni
et al., 2002; Robinson et al., 2006; Spence et al., 1999;
Swenson and Beck, 1999; Tavera et al., 2002] while others
have relied on geodetic measurements only (GPS and/or
InSAR) or jointly with seismic data [Biggs et al., 2009;
Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2010; Motagh et al., 2008; Pritchard
and Fielding, 2008; Pritchard et al., 2007; Salichon et al.,
2003; Sladen et al., 2010]. We determine new source models
for these earthquakes to ensure consistency, regarding the
geometry of the plate interface and the assumed Earth struc-
ture model, with our modeling of interseismic strain. Our
source models are only marginally different from the models
proposed by previous studies taking geodetic data into
account. The seismic moment is meant to characterize the
cumulative slip during the earthquake but it depends actually
on frequency cut-off of the data used for its determination.
Typically, body wave data give the moment with cut fre-
quency lower than a few seconds, long-period surface-wave
and free-oscillation lower than a few minutes to hours.
Geodetic data are not limited by low frequency and recorded
also displacements generated by aseismic slip. Then, the
seismic moment estimated from seismological data (surface-
wave, body wave, free-oscillations…) is always lower than
the geodetic moment determined from geodetic measure-
ments (GPS, InSAR, satellite image pixel correlation…),
which often include a fraction of pre- and postseismic slip.
Moreover, fault geometry and Earth structure might vary
significantly from one model to another making it difficult to
compare previously published models with our ISC maps.
Sensitivity tests for variable dip geometry and Earth structure
were carried on and are reported in the auxiliary material
(Tables S1 and S3 and Figure S5). These tests emphasize
the importance of using the same geometry and Earth struc-
ture when comparing models and moments.
[28] We have not removed the contribution of post-

seismic deformation in the geodetic data for two reasons:
(i) in most cases the data available do not allow to do this
easily for lack of continuous time series, (ii) our intent aim
is to compare the moment released during seismic transient
slip events (using the earthquake slip models derived below)
with the accumulated moment deficit since the last major
earthquake (obtained considering the ISC maps). In this

Figure 5. (left) Best interseismic coupling (ISC) model for
Peru. ISC (see color scale) varies between 0 and 1. Observed
and predicted interseismic GPS displacements are shown as
black and green vectors respectively. The Nazca ridge and
fracture zone are shown for reference. Dashed lines show
the 50-km and 100-km depth contour lines of the mega-
thrust. (right) Along-trench variations of the rate of accumu-
lation of moment deficit for all models listed in Table 5.
Each cross represents the summation in the downdip direc-
tion of the rate of moment deficit computed at each node.
The circles are for model Short4.

Figure 4. Best geodetic-fitting interseismic coupling distributions for Peru (at the top of the map) and for Chile (at the
bottom of the map). The GPS velocities were corrected assuming a Central Andean block motion with (top) 4 mm/a and
(bottom) 10 mm/a. Figure 4 (top) shows the 3-plate model for 4 mm/a of shortening (model Short4 in Table 5). Figure 4
(bottom) shows the 3-plate model Short10 for 10 mm/a of shortening (model Short10). Inset shows the variations of the
wrms of the residuals of the GPS data as function of the subandean shortening. It shows that whereas the geodetic data
located in central Peru (north of 17°S) are best fitted with 3-plate models including �4 mm/a of subandean shortening,
the geodetic data in southern Peru and northern Chile (south of 17°S) are better fitted with 3-plate models including 10 mm/a
of shortening. The rates of moment deficit associated with 3-plate models Short4 and short10 are respectively reduced by
about 15% and 40% compare to the 2-plate model (shown in Figure 3 (top)).
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perspective, it is actually more appropriate to include the
moment released by seismic slip and afterslip as they jointly
contribute to release interseismic elastic strain. In theory we
should consider the total moment released until afterslip rate
decreases below the long-term slip rate (to be consistent
with our definition of transient slip events). In practice due
to the typical values of the relaxation times and the 1/t
decay of afterslip, >75% of the total postseismic moment
released in the long term is generally released in the first
three months that follow such large earthquakes. Doing so,
we also determine ruptured areas which are somewhat larger
that the strictly seismogenic area due to diffusion of afterslip
in the rate-strengthening areas [Hetland et al., 2010;
Perfettini and Avouac, 2007]. Most of the data we have
considered embrace a fewmonths of postseismic slip, and the
geodetic moments are actually found to be systematically
larger than the seismic moments (Table 1).
[29] Slip inversion of the co- and postseismic geodetic

measurements were done using the same algorithm as
described above [Ji et al., 2002]. We kept the same
smoothing factor than the one used for the derivation of the
ISC maps (i.e., l = 0.5). For each slip inversion we imposed

the rake not to deviate more than �20° from that reported
by the CMT solution (Table 1). In each cell, slip is allowed
to vary from 0 to 10 m with steps of 0.5 m. The moment is
not constrained in these inversions. Sensitivity tests of the
dip of the megathrust (between 5° to 30°) were performed
separately for each earthquake (see Table S4 and Figure S6
in the auxiliary material). The optimal dip angles (in terms
of minimum wrms of the residuals) fall in the range of the
assumed geometry and are also consistent with the dip
angles of the 1st nodal plane of the Harvard CMT (listed in
column 7 of Table 1), especially for the Arequipa and
Tocopilla earthquakes. We found that the seismic geodetic
data are best fitted for the Mw = 7.7 Tocopilla earthquake
assuming a 18°-dipping slab interface, theMw = 8.4 Arequipa
and theMw = 7.7 Nazca earthquakes assuming a 20°-dipping
slab, and the Mw = 8.0 Pisco earthquake assuming a 15°-
dipping slab. These optimal dip angles are the same as
for the interseismic model, and therefore the comparison
between ISC and coseismic slip is truly done using the
same geometry.
[30] Observed and predicted geodetic (InSAR and GPS)

displacements associated with each earthquake are reported
in Figure 7. The slip distributions determined from our
nonlinear inversions are shown in Figure 1 and together with
the inverted rake on each node in Figure S7 in the auxiliary
material. For each earthquake, the inverted rake direction is
consistent with the average slip direction of the focal
mechanisms. It is also consistent with the direction of plate
convergence, suggesting that there is very little or no slip
partitioning. The modeled geodetic focal mechanism is in
good agreement with the Harvard CMT solution. The geodetic
moment associated with the Arequipa earthquake is found to
be 5.2e + 1021 Nm (Mw ≈ 8.4), 1.5e + 1021 Nm (Mw ≈ 8.1)
for the Pisco earthquake, 0.53e + 1021 Nm (Mw ≈ 7.8) for
the Nazca earthquake, and 0.67e + 1021 Nm (Mw ≈ 7.9) for
the Tocopilla earthquake (Table 1). For the Arequipa
earthquake, the cumulative seismic moment of the Mw =
8.4 main shock and its Mw = 7.61 aftershock equals 4.99e +
1021 Nm, which is relatively close to the geodetic moment of
5.2e + 1021 Nm resulting from our inversion. The geodetic
moments associated with the Nazca, Pisco and Tocopilla
earthquakes are found to be respectively 17%, 35% and 42%
higher than the seismic moments reported in the CMT cat-
alog (Table 1), a difference attributed to the postseismic
deformation included in the measurements as discussed
above.

6. Seismic Potential of the Central Andes
Megathrust

[31] Figure 8 shows the along-trench variations of the
seismic moment released by historical and recent large
megathrust earthquakes offshore Peru. Each curve is con-
structed from the summation of the seismic moment tensors
at all nodes in the slip model within 20-km trench-normal
slices. The distribution of moment released by historical
events is estimated using the ruptures extent and magnitude
as proposed by Dorbath et al. [1990]. The cumulative seis-
mic moment released by theMw�8.0 megathrust earthquakes
sequence of 1942, 1966, 1974 and 2007 ranges between 26
and 52% of the moment that was released during the great
1746 Mw�8.6–8.8 earthquake. It appears also that the 1996

Figure 6. (left) Best interseismic coupling model for Chile.
Observed and predicted interseismic GPS displacements are
reported as black and green vectors respectively. (right)
Along-trench variation of the rate of accumulation of
moment deficit for all models listed in Table 5. Each cross
represents the summation in the downdip direction of the rate
of moment deficit computed at each node. The red circles
are for model Short10.
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Nazca earthquake released about 25% of the moment
released during the 1942 Mw�8.2 earthquake. A similar
comparison indicates that the 2001 Arequipa events (Mw =
8.4 and its Mw = 7.6 aftershock) seem to have released less
than 50% of the moment that was released during the great
1868 Mw�8.8 earthquake.
[32] The slip sources of the Mw = 8.0 Pisco, Mw = 7.7

Nazca and Mw = 8.4 Arequipa earthquakes are compared
with the ISC map determined for the 3-plate model Short4 in
central Peru and model Short10 in southern Peru (Figure 9).
All these seismic sources coincide with patches highly (for

Pisco and Arequipa) or partially (for Nazca) locked before
the earthquakes. Because of the particularly low resolution
on interseismic coupling close to the trench it makes more
sense to compare along strike variation of coupling and
seismic moment released than along dip variations. All the
recent large ruptures appear to have stopped in areas where
the ISC is low suggesting that aseismic patches may play the
role of a barrier to seismic rupture propagation. In the region
where the Nazca ridge subducts, the ISC appears to be as
low as 0.4 meaning that about 60% of slip there is aseismic.
In the last 500 years, no great earthquake with moment

Figure 7. Coseismic geodetic displacements associated with the 2007 Pisco, 1996 Nazca, 2001 Arequipa
and 2007 Tocopilla earthquakes. Slip distribution contours are reported each 1-m. Detail slip distributions
with the inverted rake on each cell are reported in Figure S7 in the auxiliary material. Observed horizontal
and vertical GPS measurements appear as black and red vectors respectively. The predicted GPS displace-
ments are in green. Observed and predicted InSAR measurements are respectively large and small circles
with the associated color table indicating the range change in line of sight of the ERS and Envisat satel-
lites. The geodetic focal mechanisms (red beach ball) determined from our seismic source inversions
are quite consistent with the focal mechanisms from the Harvard catalog (black beach ball).
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magnitude Mw > 8.5, is known to have ruptured through this
ridge. North of the Nazca ridge, if we assume the actual rate
of moment deficit to have been stationary, the moment def-
icit accumulated since 1746 indicates that a similar great
event is over-due. Indeed, the cumulative moment released
by the sequence 1940–2007 represents only 23% of the
moment deficit accumulated since 1746 suggesting that a
significant amount of seismic moment is still to be released
on that 500-km long segment. South of the Nazca ridge, the
moment deficit since 1942 has accumulated enough moment
to produce a same magnitude event. Finally, the moment
deficit accumulated since 1868 was partially released during
the 2001 Mw = 8.4 Arequipa earthquake but we can observe
that the potential of that segment is still high since the
southern portion of the 1868 rupture has not broken yet.

[33] In Chile, the slip distribution of the Mw = 7.7 Toco-
pilla earthquake is reported on the coupling map of the
3-plate model Short10 (Figure 10). The rupture of this
earthquake occurred in an area of the megathrust that was
highly locked before the earthquake. However, this rupture
is limited to a small fraction in the downdip end of the LFZ
and most of the northern Chile seismic gap remains still to
break. The seismic moment released by the 2007 Tocopilla
earthquake represents only 3 to 7% of the moment released
during the great 1877 earthquake whether it was a magni-
tude Mw = 8.5 or a Mw = 8.8 event. Model Short10 indicates
that the Northern Chile seismic gap may have accumulated
enough moment deficit since 1877 to produce an earthquake
with Mw > 8.5.

Figure 8. Historical and recent large megathrust earthquakes in central and southern Peru. (left) Dates,
extents and magnitudes of historical megathrust earthquakes. (middle) We used these parameters and
the ruptures areas to estimate the distribution of moment released by historical events of 1746 (Mw8.6–
8.8), 1868 (Mw8.8), 1940 (Mw8.0), 1942 (Mw8.2), 1966 (Mw8.0), 1974 (Mw8.0) and 1913 (Mw7.8). To
improve consistency the rupture areas of the Mw�8.0 1940/1996/1974 earthquakes (shown in Figure 1),
were rescaled using the rupture area of the 2007 Mw�8.0 Pisco earthquake as a reference. (right) The
along-trench variations of the seismic moment associated to each earthquake.
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6.1. The 1746 Pisco-Lima-Huacho Segment

[34] The rate of moment deficit of model Short4 over the
1746 rupture segment is 0.83 � 10e + 20 Nm/a. In the last
264 years, it leads to a moment deficit of about 22 � 10e +
21 Nm considering a steady state interseismic process. This
corresponds to 45–90% of the moment released during the

great 1746 Mw8.6–8.8 earthquake. The cumulative seismic
moment released by the Mw�8.0 megathrust earthquakes
sequence of 1940, 1966, 1974 and 2007 is about 5 � 10e +
21 Nm. This leaves for the segment Pisco-Lima-Huacho a
seismic potential of about 17 � 10e + 21 Nm which corre-
sponds to an earthquake of moment magnitude Mw�8.7. If

Figure 9. Comparison of interseismic coupling along the megathrust with ruptures of large megathrust
earthquakes in central and southern Peru. (left) Interseismic coupling map for 3-plate model Short4; it
indicates that where the Nazca ridge and the Nazca fracture zone subduct, the interseismic coupling is
low. The largest earthquake there is the Mw8.1–8.2 earthquake of 1942. It is not clear whether the 1942
rupture propagated through the Nazca ridge or stopped south of it. High interseismic coupling patches cor-
relate well with regions that experienced great megathrust earthquake Mw8.8 in 1868 and Mw8.6–8.8 in
1746. In the south, the presence of two wide asperities separated by a wide aseismic patch may explain
partially the seismic behavior of this segment in the last centuries. Individual ruptures of these asperities
would produce Mw�8 events, as in 2001, but their simultaneous rupture could generate great Mw > 8.5
earthquakes as in 1604 or 1868. The along-strike coincidence of the high coupling areas (orange-red) with
the region of high coseismic slip during the 2001 Arequipa and 2007 Pisco earthquakes suggests that
strongly coupled patches during the interseismic period may indicate the location of future seismic asper-
ities. (right) Moment deficit (dashed lines) since the last great earthquake of 1868, 1942 and 1746 com-
pared with the seismic moment released during recent and historical earthquakes of Figure 8. The
moment deficit is computed from the rate of moment deficit predicted by model Short4 considering a
steady state interseismic process (Max) or 50% of it (Min) to account for time-variable interseismic pro-
cess and transient events.
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we accept that a maximum of 50% of this moment could
have been released by non steady state interseismic process
and slow slip events, this potential is reduced to a moment
magnitude equivalent to a Mw�8.5 event.

6.2. The 1942 Nazca Segment

[35] Above the Nazca ridge, the proportion of aseismic
slip appears to be more important (60%) than in the adjacent
segments. The recent 1996 Nazca Mw = 7.7 and 2007 Pisco
Mw = 8.0 earthquakes have stopped respectively just south
and north of the Nazca ridge. The rate of moment deficit
of the Nazca segment extending from 14°S to 16°S is
0.4 10e + 20 Nm/a. At that rate, the cumulative moment
deficit since 1942 would be 2.9 � 10e + 21 Nm and only
0.5 � 10e + 21 Nm was released during the 1996 event.
This leaves a seismic potential of 2.4 � 10e + 21 Nm equiv-
alent to a Mw�8.2 earthquake there. A minimum of Mw�8.0

earthquake is proposed in case of a nonsteady state inter-
seismic process.

6.3. The 1868 Arequipa Segment

[36] The rate of moment deficit over the 1868 rupture
segment is about 0.85� 10e + 20 Nm/a. The moment deficit
accumulated at the current rate since 1868 reaches 12� 10e +
21 Nm. This is equivalent to 67% of the moment released
during the great 1868 Mw�8.8 earthquake. The seismic
moment released by the Arequipa earthquake being 5.2 �
10e + 21 Nm, this leaves a seismic potential of 6.8 � 10e +
21 Nm (Mw�8.5) over the whole 1868 rupture. The southern
asperity that did not break in 2001 have accumulated alone
a seismic moment of 4.8 � 10e + 21 Nm equivalent to a
Mw�8.4 earthquake. Considering a nonsteady state inter-
seismic process, this would lead to a minimum seismic
potential equivalent of Mw�8.3 earthquake for the whole
1868 rupture segment and Mw�8.1 for the southern Peru
asperity alone.

6.4. The 1877 North Chile Segment

[37] In Northern Chile, the rate of moment deficit over the
1877 rupture segment is about 1.3 � 10e + 20 Nm/a. It
corresponds to a cumulative moment deficit of about 17.2 �
10e + 21 Nm in 133 years. The seismic moment released by
the Tocopilla earthquake represents only 4% of this moment
deficit. The seismic potential left is 16.5 � 10e + 21 Nm
which equals an earthquake of moment magnitude Mw�8.8
over the whole 1877 rupture area. A minimum of Mw�8.6
earthquake is estimated when we account for potential
nonsteady state interseismic process.

7. Discussion

[38] Interseismic GPS velocities in the Central Andes have
been previously interpreted based on simpler models which
were considering uniform locking of the megathrust in the
interseismic period down to a depth of 40–55 km and con-
sidering a mobile sliver extending from the trench to the
subandean Eastern foothills [Bevis et al., 2001; Chlieh et al.,
2004; Gagnon et al., 2005]. These models were explaining
the first order pattern of interseismic strain but, as observed
along other subduction zones, significant lateral variations of
interseismic coupling are needed to fully explain the avail-
able geodetic data set of the Central Andes. In this study, we
observed that the heterogeneous pattern of interseismic cou-
pling is consistent with the spatial distribution of recent large
subduction earthquakes; the largest earthquakes (Mw ≥ 8) all
fall in areas of high ISC (Figures 9 and 10). In addition the
patches of significant afterslip following the Pisco earth-
quake correspond to areas of low ISC, and the time-evolution
of afterslip is well described by a rate strengthening friction
law [Perfettini et al., 2010]. This supports the idea that areas
of low ISC correspond to areas where a large proportion
of the megathrust is governed by a velocity strengthening
friction law, while areas of high ISC are dominantly velocity
weakening. Our ISC maps assume mostly aseismic creep at
shallow depth near the trench. The resolution of this feature
is low here because of the absence of data but it is however
consistent with postseismic observations which show that
this area tends to follow a rate-strengthening behavior. This
is noticeable in the Sumatra area where the slip resolution at

Figure 10. Comparison of interseismic coupling along the
megathrust with ruptures of large megathrust earthquakes
in north Chile. (right) Interseismic coupling pattern deter-
mined for the 3-plate model Short10 indicates a very high
coupling over most of that area decreasing slightly offshore
Iquique and more significantly offshore Arica. The 1-m slip
contour of the Tocopilla earthquake of 2007 (blue line)
appears to have ruptured only a small portion of the south-
ern downdip end of the locked fault zone and of the 1877
event. (left) The moment deficit accumulated since 1877
computed from model Short10, assuming the ISC has
not varied with time, and the seismic moment released by
the 1877 (Mw8.5–8.8) and 2007 (Mw = 7.7) earthquakes.
The seismic moment released by the 2007 event represents
4% of the moment deficit accumulated since 1877.
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shallow depth is better constrained due to the islands formed
by the emerged outer-arc high [Hsu et al., 2006]. However,
the March 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake which released a lot
of slip at shallow depth [Simons et al., 2011] shows that the
assumption of low interseismic coupling near the trench
might be questionable. So we might actually be under-
estimating shallow coupling and the rate of accumulation of
moment deficit in the interseismic period. Heterogeneous
ISC models reveal that coupling is high only in specific areas
of the megathrust embedded in aseismic creeping regions.
The pattern of interseismic locking is therefore probably
quite stationary reflecting the spatial distribution of the var-
ious factors that determine the friction properties of the plate
interface (temperature, lithology, topography of the sub-
ducting plate or other anelastic process). Subducting hetero-
geneities such as fracture zones, ridges or seamounts may be
an explanation for the presence of low ISC areas observed in
the coupling maps.
[39] By contrast, as observed in other subduction contexts

[Kanamori andMcNally, 1982;Konca et al., 2008; Thatcher,
1990], a given highly locked patch can generate quite dif-
ferent seismic sequences as the pattern of ruptures in central

and southern Peru suggests (Figure 1) [Dorbath et al., 1990].
The 1746 earthquake seems to have involved the simulta-
neous breakage of the asperities that later ruptured in 1940,
1966, 1974 and 2007. In southern Peru, the two zones of
high ISC of Figure 5 failed separately during the large
(7.7 < Mw < 8.5) earthquakes of 1784, 1833 and 2001, but
seem to have ruptured simultaneously during the great (Mw >
8.5) earthquakes of 1604 and 1868. Robinson et al. [2006]
have reported that a barrier has stalled the rupture of the
2001 Arequipa earthquake. This barrier is characterized by a
local low slip as well as a low rupture speed. Robinson et al.
[2006] noticed that it coincides with the Nazca Fracture
Zone, a prominent feature on the subducting oceanic plate.
We note that it also coincides well with an area of the
slab with relatively low ISC (Figures 4 and 5). This barrier
could be due to a purely geometric effect, or due to a rate-
strengthening patch similar to the barrier which affected the
2007 Pisco rupture [Sladen et al., 2010]. Postseismic obser-
vations following the 2001 Arequipa earthquake should help
discriminate between these two possibilities.
[40] Similarly, the rupture of the Pisco earthquake showed

also a 2 peaks slip distribution, with a slow rupture velocity
possibly associated with the existence of a creeping patch
separating the two seismic asperities [Sladen et al., 2010].
The propagation of the Pisco earthquake was stopped in the
south when the rupture encountered the Nazca ridge [Perfettini
et al., 2010]. This observation that seismic asperities are not
permanent features while barriers are probably persistent,
can be explained through the concept of a megathrust
paved by intertwined rate-weakening and rate strengthening
patches as dynamic simulations of the seismic cycle have
shown [Kaneko et al., 2010]. Successive rupture sequences
differ depending on whether neighboring locked patches
(with rate-weakening friction) rupture together or as sepa-
rate events. Barriers can sometimes arrest rupture (as in the
sequence occurring in central Peru since the 2nd half of the
20th century), but sometimes cannot (such as in the 1746
earthquake). The efficiency of such a barrier to arrest rup-
ture depends on its size and frictional properties but the
effect on individual rupture is not entirely deterministic as
the probability -of a particular event to break through a
barrier- depends on the megathrust frictional properties as
well as on the detail of the pre-stress distribution which
depends partly on the previous ruptures [Kaneko et al.,
2010]. Kaneko et al. [2010] found that the probability for
a large earthquake to break through the aseismic patch is
correlated with the interseismic coupling averaged over this
patch, and that a barrier is permanent when its ISC is lower
than 0.6. Although this particular value depends on the
setting of their numerical simulations, such a value is actu-
ally consistent with the value of the ISC we derive along the
Nazca ridge (ISC�0.4), which is a rate-strengthening area
as shown by the pattern of afterslip following the Pisco
earthquake [Perfettini et al., 2010], and the fact that no
historical earthquake seems to have propagated through this
barrier.
[41] The fact that the ISC pattern (derived considering

today’s measurements) correlates with the location of past
large earthquakes tends to suggest that the ISC pattern is
stationary and probably does not vary much over a few
earthquake cycles. The seismic potential estimates along the
subduction megathrust rely on the assumptions that only the

Figure 11. Cumulative deficit of moment and seismic
moment released due to major subduction earthquakes since
the 16th century (top) in central Peru and (bottom) in south-
ern Peru. The cumulative deficit of moment is predicted
from the rates of 3-plate models Short4 in central Peru and
Short10 in southern Peru (Table 5 and Figure 4). The uncer-
tainties of moment released by historical events lead to a
minimum and maximum moment released (see Table S8 in
the auxiliary material). The uncertainties on the cumulative
deficit of moment allow that nonlinear interseismic and vis-
cous processes could have released 50% of the accumulated
moment deficit. The remaining fraction should reflect elastic
strain available to drive future earthquakes unless it would
have been totally released by anelastic deformation of the
forearc.
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large known earthquakes have contributed to strain release.
If this assumption is correct, on the long-term average, the
accumulated deficit of moment due to interseismic locking
should equal the moment released by the known megathrust
events. Let’s now consider the moment deficit that must
have been accumulated along the megathrust since the 16th
century in southern and central Peru and compare it with the
cumulative seismic moment released over the same period
(Table S8 in the auxiliary material). The cumulative deficit
of moment is determined from the rate of accumulation
of moment deficit found for the 3-plate models Short4 in
central Peru and Short10 in southern Peru (Figure 4 and
Table 5) and with the hypothesis that the interseismic
loading did not vary with time. For uncertainties, we accept
that 50% of the cumulative deficit of moment could have
been released by anelastic deformation of the forearc.
Figure 11 shows that in southern Peru, the cumulative deficit
of moment equals -within uncertainties- with the cumula-
tive moment released by past large earthquakes. By con-
trast, the cumulative moment deficit is on average about
twice higher in central Peru suggesting that there would be
enough elastic strain stored in that area to drive a large
megathrust event in the near future. However, we cannot
totally exclude that transient slow slip events and non-
uniform interseismic strain due to long-term viscous effects
could have released a significant amounts of the cumulative
deficit of moment. Testing this is not possible with the
available information.

8. Conclusion and Perspectives

[42] The interseismic coupling pattern determined in this
study shows that areas with large coupling are confined to
the 0–50 km depth range, which is also the interplate seis-
mogenic depth range. ISC drops at greater depth where
aseismic slip at the plate convergence rate is inferred. This
downdip transition could reflect the effect of temperature on
the rate-dependency of friction or a lithological transition at
the forearc Moho [Hyndman et al., 1997; Oleskevich et al.,
1999]. If they were the only factors, frictional properties
would vary along dip only, and so should interseismic lock-
ing. The lateral variations seen in the interseismic models
indicate that there must be other factors (i.e., lithology, fluids,
…) at play, resulting in intertwined patches with rate-
strengthening and rate-weakening properties. The determi-
nation of that pattern yields insight about the potential
characteristics of future large megathrust earthquakes in that
area. The regions of high ISC are expected to coincide with
large seismic slip. The range of possible earthquake magni-
tudes associated with the breaking of these locked fault zones
is difficult to assess a priori from a purely kinematic analysis
as neighboring locked patches may break individually or
simultaneously as the historical records of past earthquakes
suggest. This depends essentially on the potential of the areas
with low coupling to act as a barrier to the seismic rupture
propagation. This behavior is not systematic as shown from
dynamic simulation studies [Kaneko et al., 2010]. Some
barriers, large enough or strongly rate-strengthening, may
systematically arrest seismic ruptures as it seems to be the
case for the region where the Nazca ridge subducts. By
contrast, zones with a more subtle signature as the zone
of low ISC detected in southern Peru may occasionally

inhibited rupture propagation as happened in 2001, or permit
thoroughgoing ruptures as happened in 1604 and 1868.
[43] The along-trench correlation between the location of

large subduction earthquakes and areas of high ISC may be
used to assess the size and magnitude of future large mega-
thrust earthquakes. By estimating the interseismic moment
deficit and coseismic moment released by past megathrust
earthquakes, we have been able to estimate the seismic
potential of 4 segments: the 1746 Pisco-Lima-Huacho seg-
ment could generate an earthquake of moment magnitude
Mw�8.5 to 8.7, the 1942 Nazca segment, aMw�8.0–8.2, the
1868 Arequipa segment, a Mw�8.1–8.5 and the 1877 north-
ern Chile gap, an earthquake of Mw�8.6 to 8.8.
[44] These estimates are based on the hypothesis that

interseismic strain of the upper crust is only elastic and
doesn’t vary over the seismic cycle. These two assumptions,
although probably valid to first order, will need to be
investigated more deeply in the future. The spatial density of
geodetic measurement needs to be increased to improve the
spatial resolution of the distribution of interseismic coupling.
It would allow imaging better the aseismic barriers that
determine partly megathrust segmentation. It would be
important to determine if interseismic strain is time invariant
and also to evaluate the possible contribution of aseismic
transients to release strain. This calls for more effort to
deploy and maintain permanent networks of geodetic sta-
tions. Finally sea-bottom geodesy [Gagnon et al., 2005]
would help assess better interseismic strain accumulation at
shallow depth (<15–20 km) near the trench where onshore
geodetic measurements provide very little resolution. This is
of major importance with regard to tsunami hazard, as the
frequency and magnitude of tsunamigenic earthquakes pre-
sumably depend strongly on this factor.
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